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5:04 START OF GORDON DUFF CALL

7:24 Pete:  

Netanyahu wanted you to have you whacked?  

5:05  Gordon: 

For real intelligence work, I can either fight for months with the state 
department, or take an israeli partner and not have to do that because they 
get a free pass.  So am I going to beat my head against the wall or am I going 
to get the work?  I'll take an Israeli partner.  AND they never fuck up the 
job, they work competently they show up for all the time and I have no trouble 
working for them at all..A lot of people hate me because of that, because I 
work with Israelis.  

5:48  Gordon:  

First of all, anything that's genuinely classified, no one needs to hear,  
(unknown) nobody wants an it anyway and other things that pretty much 
continually asked by one agency or another to leak things.. Now on the other 
hand, when people ask you to leak things, are they asking you to leak lies?  
You've gotta ask yourself that, why are they doing it?  Every time somebody 
talks to you, we're having one of those conversations now, why is the person 
doing what they're doing?  You always have to deal with that, And then the 
other hand, what does the public deserve?  And I don't think the public 
necessarily has earned everything you can do and everything I can do. 

7:05 Gordon:

And the other thing we don't do, here, and this is, this is what confuses 
Judy, is that we don't have an editorial policy.  If you're qualified to write 
there, and Fetzer is, he has a PhD and is a former marine officer; he's 
qualified to write.  Whatever he writes it's not for me to tell him what to 



write.  If he says something particularly out from outer space, We'll get on 
the phone and talk about it.. do I have the right to tell him what to think or 
write, no I don't.

8:05 Pete:

You know what?  The reason I wanted to get in touch with you is, this was 
before I even got in touch with Fetzer, I mean, I knew just based on what I 
knew, that Mr. Fetzer may have been possibly feeding you information that was 
misleading you, maybe you misinterpreted what Dr. Judy Wood was trying to do, 
and I just wanted to reach out to you and maybe put you two in touch with each 
other.  I'm not saying you have to tell Fetzer 

8:20  Gordon:

See if you are able to run a background check on me...  okay?  See if you can 
do that... Find out who I answer to and what clearances that I have... How 
could Jim Fetzer give me information?  

8:46  Pete:   

Do you think that crimes were committed on 9/11?  

8:55  Gordon:

I'm pretty sure that Judy Wood is correct, that Demetri Collins was correct, I 
believe that Mike Harari is who ran the operation in 9/11 .. Ummm.. Do you 
know who Gwyneth Todd is?  Well Gwyneth is one of our editors, she was also in 
the national security council, she was assistant to Paul Wolfowitz,.. uhhh.. 
she was in the room during some of the planning of the 9/11 attacks... which 
was done inside the white house.  

9:32 She says that Richard Clark was responsible for running 9/11, that's what 
she says.  

9:40  Pete:  

And she told you this?

9:42Gordon:  

Yes, that's what she says.

9:45  Pete:  

So why don't we bring this information public?



9:48  Gordon:  

It's been made public.  It's been made public many times.  

9:54  Pete:  

Why do we not want to bring Dr. Judy Wood's evidence public, do you think 
that's being suppressed economically?  What is the reason we would not want to 
bring that forward?

10:07  Gordon:

I can tell you very simply, is that people do want to bring this forward, and 
for this reason,  because Judy Wood's information involves blaming 9/11 on a 
technology so classified that no criminal case could ever be won.  Because 
they can immediately quash the case based on national security.  So Judy Wood 
falls into their hands.  You'd be better off saying they blew it up with 
dynamite, though an entire train load as it would have to be 50 miles long 
okay?  You know how much energy we're talking about here, because everything 
she's saying; the problem is is that it feeds into their hands.  It's not that 
they want her silenced... If Judy Wood is right, this is the idea about 
terrorists..

11:05  Gordon:

It's one thing to have a terror attack, it's another thing to have a terror 
attack by people dressed up in ahhhh... gorilla suits, and who drive away in a 
truck that looks like a giant hotdog.  So you can go into a movie theatre and 
gun down 200 people wearing gorilla suit, and then drive away in a giant 
hotdog.  Try getting that in the news. 

11:41  Gordon:

If you are going to have a terror attack, you have as many blind alleys around 
it, for deception and cover

He goes into Sandy Hook.. blah blah blah.. Lanza, blah blah... hammer to 
computer.. blah blah..(Sorry, I know you don't REALLY want to talk about Sandy 
Hook) 

18:47 Pete:  

So your analysis based on what you know, who did this Sandy Hook thing?

18:49  Gordon:



Well, I've, I've I've got a pretty good idea.  You heard about ahh arrest made 
in Greenwich Village on January 2nd?  That was the team investigating Sandy 
Hook... What can you assume about the people? I know this, the people they 
arrested were Israeli citizens.  They were IDF trained, they had a small 
amount of residual explosives but there had been much more there.  They had a 
sawed off shotgun, which, you know how much time that gives you in New York 
State, that alone would be a federal crime.   

19:28  Gordon:

Who benefits?  Would someone have done this in order to convey a message to 
the president of the United States?  They shoot these children, they can shoot 
yours.  

20:39  Pete:

You think so?  Or do you think it was used as ... I do understand false flags, 
don't you think it was a means to use their gun control agenda?

20:53  Gordon:

No the gun control agenda is already dead.  Biden is burying it as we speak.  
It's political suicide.  

22:21  Gordon:

Of course we live in a country where people have those dilusional thoughts or 
more realistically, that uhhh.. the doorbell is going to ring and it's going 
to be homeland security kicking down your door.  And homeland security, funny 
enough, people who helped create homeland security are supposedly people who 
are extremely pro gun except that homeland security *(unknown) are capable of 
using guns and could not easily do so without the assistance of a lot of very 
friendly national rifle associations life members are also finatically right 
wing and as long as their gun rights are protected, they don't care if others 
have the gun rights removed.

23:24  Pete:

As a matter of fact, you know what I'd like to do?  Is there a chance I can 
invite you to come on my show?

23:29  Gordon:

As of right now, I'm going to say no.

23:35 Gordon:
As of right now I would have a social problem with Fetzer... 



23:47  Gordon:

People believe you're satin

24:05  Gordon:

Fetzer's easier to handle, I wouldn't recommend taking Kevin on.  

Pete:  Kevin Barret?

Gordon:  Kevin Barret's a tough *?*  boy?  Kevin Barret is very bright, ahh, 
what we have to realize ... I'm a professional intelligence officer, I still.. 
I work in that area.. I have analitical skills that I use periodically, so I'm 
an arragant shit who looks on other people as amatures in many areas, the 
however is, that I run into people every day who teach me things, so I've 
learned to listen.   

25:03  Pete:

Would you be willing to talk to Dr Judy Wood?

25:11  Gordon:

Do you have a (?) from that conversation?

25:28  Gordon:

On the other hand, you're helping her now.  This would be the issue, about 15 
minutes ago in this conversation, I told you that the most dangerous thing 
that she's involved in is that her hypothysis involves technologies that are 
deniable and when you do so, that uh.. first of all, the more correct she is 
the more wrong she is.  This is where I'm a bad person, okay?  If I'm given a 
technolog,my here that was used in a criminal act, and I can never bring 
people to justice, because they can hide behind national security.... 

26:17 Pete:

Let's go grab them and lock them up, why would you not want to do that??

26:41  Gordon:

The programs that she is talking about, this is what they say, it's dark in 
1990...?  <not sure about what he said exactly>  So any use of these 
technologies that she's referring to is in violation of national security.  



Thus, the Ollie North defense.  There can never be an investigation, no one 
can ever take anything she says seriously.  Cus everything she's talking out 
her ass because she's talking about things that don't exsist.  I KNOW THEY 
EXSIST, SHE KNOWS THEY EXSIST, ... you stand in front of a Federal Judge he'll 
tell you you're full of shit.  Not only that, he'll stick you with somebody 
else in a civil case you'll have to (pay?) both sides.  

27:30  Gordon:

You will never find, not in all of these years, not only have we not found a 
single federal judge, we have never found a single U.S. attorney

27:42  Gordon:

Now, I've got one of my guys is (?) taking secretary of defense.  All I can do 
here is hope that Hagel hasn't forgotten his friend here.  

27:56  Pete:

Can I ask you something?  I'm sorry to interrupt you, Gordon, but I'm a 
patriot, I really really am, I'm very loyal to my country, absolutely, 
positively

28:06  Gordon:

How do you know you still have a country?

28:12  Pete:

I believe people like us can take it back.  Are you saying we can't?

28:17  Gordon:

Yes I am.  I'm saying, we can't and I'm prepared to lose but I don't ever 
quit.

28:28  Gordon:

I'm saying we don't have a snowballs chance in hell.  

==============================================================================
========================================
35:04 Gordon Duff discusses Wal-Mart being the top drug trafficker in the 
world

35:18 Pete:



I'm going to throw out a hypothetical to you and you're a wise man, you've 
been around the block, 
you've got great connections.  What if I were to take, hypothetically, 10 
million dollars and do 
everything I can to just absolutely bury anyone that's trying to quach Dr. 
Judy's stuff, what do you 
think would happen to me going up against big oil?

Because I'm about to do that.. 

35:57 Gordon:

First of all, I'd ask you operationally, and I have people of course who would 
love to have part of that
money to do that for you, but ah, it would require ahh getting someone to, and 
this is the dangerous 
area, anyone with adequate clearances that would expose the exsistance of 
those technologies 
is in violation of their security clearance face imprisonment.  And this is 
one of the things that, you know
Kevin Barret (unknown)  

36:51  Gordon:

There's no way to support Judy Wood without putting any of your sources in 
prison.  

37:01  Gordon:

There is a way of protecting sources.  However, as soon as you start seeking 
sources, you're a 
potential terrorist because you are involved in espionage.  

37:11  Pete:

Yeah, I'm a patriot and I would say that those people that are suppressing the 
information are the true 
terrorists.  They need to be incarcerated, don't you agree?

37:17  Gordon:

Remember Jim Morrison.. We got the numbers, they've got the guns, we got the 
numbers, well the
guns count (?)  And you live in a country where however patriotic you are 
stupid trumps patriotic.

37:38  Gordon:



********Stupid trumps patriotic.  We have a lot of americans who would be glad 
to turn on you.  All you can do
she made a good presentation with uhhh god, what's his name here?  Jesse 
Ventura.  She looked 
good there, ummm.. the ideas I believe are sound.  I have, I have people who 
have access to information
about that technology and recently they had been, they had published some 
minor things about it
and they're telling me, I can't say this is true, but representatives of the 
U.S. government threatened them
with physical harm.  

38:31  Pete:

Let's get them some protection.

38:35  Gordon:

The individual that I'm talking about is the head of the national intelligence 
agency

38:42  Pete:

And you believe, based on what you're saying and um, you believe that this is 
insurmountable?

38:48  Gordon:

The guy who has people killed was threatened.  It wasn't a harmless guy, 
that's the whole point.  

38:58  Gordon:

Yeah, it was somebody on my "don't fuck with list".

39:05  Pete:

You know, when I originally started talking with Dr. Judy, I was trying to 
find out who the players were
that were out there suppressing stuff and then it... I'm just going to be 
frank with you, I just heard 
that you were, you were out there in some of the threads and you were saying 
some things in opposition
to her and I just got the impression, especially in my conversations with Stu 
that maybe you were being 
given disinformation from somebody like Fetzer.  And I said, "you think that's 



the case, Stu?"  and he 
said that may be the case but it sounds like you're a little bit better 
connected than anything, but you 
know, I'm just thinking why even oppose her,  I mean, is your objective to 
oppose her?

39:39  Gordon:

I don't have any objections about Judy at all.

39:45  Gordon:

I don't talk about Judy Wood.  Judy Wood, it is my impression she's hyper-
vigilant and ah here's a simple
case, Pete, not everybody is programed to be able to joust with (?) and stay 
whole forever.  I don't
know Judy, okay?  If you take it out of something and it's enough years and 
it's important to you and you're
getting no where, then chances are you're going to be damaged by that.  

40:20  Pete:

Here's the cloth I'm made of, while I'm here on this earth, and you can laugh 
at me for saying this, but I 
think both Judy and myself are made of the same cloth that out of principle 
alone, we believe that this 
information needs to be brought forward.  And I'm going to stand beside her 
and I just want you to keep 
this in mind, if there's ever that opportunity, cuz we're gonna go full force 
and literally pour millions of 
dollars into getting this out to as many people as possible.  

40:49  Gordon:

Judy was welcome years ago to come on to Veterans Today as a writer to write 
anything she wanted 
and she refused.  

40:56  Pete:

Would you allow for something like that?

40:58  Gordon:

Of course I do, I don't screen what people write, she's always had the right 
(?) with Veterans Today.  
The offer's been standing all along and nobody edits things she could have a 



login and write what 
she wants.  She was always offered that.  And uh, I told .. she has emails 
from me that are years old
telling her she could go on Veterans Today which is a massive read publication 
and peddle her book.

40:29  Pete:

So there's no animosity between you two, then?  And the offer still stands?  
(Gordon breaks in, "for what?'

41:34  Gordon:

There's never been, you ever seen the movie "? (can't understand him)" 

42:09  Gordon:

There's nothing here, I have no anything with Judy.  I don't have any 
hostility to her, in fact, I've always
been very supportive 

42:30  Gordon:

The question is, why the hell would she think otherwise?

43:08  Gordon:

There's no issue with Judy Wood.  The issue is winning; we all want to win.  
(?) what the enemy is, whether
this is one thing you might want to look at, is it better to focus on the 
technology or (?)  which one will 
you win easier with?  

43:34  Pete:

I say this is the grand scheme, my objective would be if I could, as quickly 
as possible, inform as many
of the 7 billion people on this planet that this is what actually took 
place .. that this technology even exsists
we don't even know what it is, but just let them  know about it, then they 
would be outnumbered, would
they not?  

43:51  Gordon:

Why does this technology exist?  Why was it developed?  



43:59  Pete:

To support the devious, evil, control agenda of these secret government types, 
I believe, just so they can 
maintain control and here's another thing, the technology exists in secret 
because it would shut down 
the oil industry.

44:16  Gordon:

No, your wrong

44:17  Pete:

I'm wrong?  Okay, tell me why.

44:19  Gordon:

Well, the technology is for planetary defense

44:25  Pete:

Holy shit wow, interesting

44:34  Gordon:

Now the question is, why would it be used against the planet, is the question.

44:38  Gordon:

The technology uh, and I didn't know this 6 months ago, okay?  The technology 
that Judy Wood 
said was used on the world trade center, I now know, could have vaporized 
Manhattan

44:57  Gordon:

We have, we have tech, and I had to sit, I sat through a presentation with 
this developed the technology
that she's talking about, told me that the research we had out of the notes of 
Tesla in 1930 the research
began.  And (?) Tesla based free energy weapon.  And then the question comes, 
where does the 
free energy come from?  And they say from outside time and space.  And I asked 
them, well, in particular, 
if you are acquiring energy from outside of time and space and you're 
concerned about extraterrestrials, 



and that's an issue, disclosure's a very real issue and that gets you into 
more trouble.  What do you doing 
to detect people (?) in  time and space?  And they said, we've developed nano 
technologies that uh we 
release in the upper atmosphere that detect fluctuations of time and space.  
And then my education in
physics just aaaa... well we're past that, then I asked, "Well, how did you 
develop nano technology?"

49:34  Pete:

You think that's what hap?  You think they used nano thermite on the towers?

49:37  Gordon:

There's no such thing as nano thermite.  That's the whole point, only one 
teaspoon has ever existed, 
it was made on the ISS and I know, personally know, the people who made it.  

51:25  Gordon:

The people I worked with and knew him for years and he always knew nano 
thermite never existed.
  
51:31  Pete:

Steven Jones?

51:32  Gordon:

Yes.  

51:36  Pete:

So these are all diversionary things, so obvious..

51:38  Gordon:

He knew it never existed... I.. I work with and have known him for years.  He 
was a respected 
physicist at Sandia labs, he didn't work on the project but it was not a big 
secret that it was an ISS
project and that nano thermite tests at Sandia totally failed.  And he knew 
this from day number one.
What does that tell you about him?  And then, what would Judy Wood have to say 
about it?



52:13  Pete:

Well, she would have a lot to say, I couldn't... I would let her speak for 
herself of course but she has a 
lot to say about ah Steven Jones.  

52:21  Gordon:

And that he works for the defense intelligence agency?

52:25  Pete:

I don't think I've ever heard that.  no

52:31  Pete:

How about Richard Gage?  

52:35  Gordon:

There you go.

52:40  Gordon:

So the worst thing Judy has is Judy has ended up right, but she just doesn't 
pay attention when people
actually tell her she's right, she's too busy defending herself .. hyper-
vigilance, what I was saying, right
now she's in better shape than she's ever been.  

52:05  Gordon:

She needs to relax and take on some confidence.  Hey, time has proven her 
right.  She's fucking won.  She's the
last man standing.  She's won, that's the whole fucking point, She's won.  
Hey, you won, okay?
Fucking learn to win and take it well.  okay?  You guys were fucking right.  
okay?  

53:34  Pete:

Well let's play another match. Game's not over, 

53:38  Gordon:

The whole fucking point is you were right, she was right, okay?  yeah.  



53:46  Pete:

Point well made.  Now listen, I'm gonna, this is what I'm gonna do with your 
permission, I'm gonna just
ah let her know that I had a conversation with you and that your offer still 
exists for her to write for 
Veterans Today if she wishes.

53:58  Gordon:

It's always been there ... this was my impression here, I have emails from her 
from long ago that she 
thought that writing things would detract from the sale of her book.  And then 
you have this issue about
.. you know how much money she has and how she lives and I don't.  You know, 
you're sitting there 
drowning in money, I'm sitting here drowning in money, I go out and buy stuff, 
cars and planes and shit
and ah, I did that for 10 years and the only thing I want and what I don't 
have to do is worry about money.
One of the things about that also (*?)

54:45  Gordon:

Well, having financial security maybe makes people like you (learn to think?) 
but it takes away the 
appreciation .......... If you lose your edge, you lose some of that uh eye of 
the tiger, remember that?
It's very much that.  

55:08  Gordon:

And the other one here, learn about psy ops your involved in a psy op, okay?

55:15  Pete:

Yes, I understand that very clearly

55:17  Gordon:

Do you understand that you have brought a knife to a gun fight?  

55:22  Pete:

Ahhh.. well, well you don't, with all due respect, you don't know that just 
yet.  I'll show my knife but 
I just want you to know that 



55:33  Gordon:

Do you have a computer in front of you?  type in veterans today dot com okay 
just do that and it'll be 
fun, then go to the editorial board get the list on the editorial board and 
read who's on the editorial board
and then who my correspondents are on my list, the people that will let me 
list them, okay?  

56:05  Gordon:

And you'll understand what I mean by knife to a gun fight

56:20  Gordon:

What am I making here?  You see things like white house intelligence chief?  
National security council.
You see this stuff, right?  

56:35  Gordon:

I have a good, I have a good staff and I have people that let me put their 
names on there because they're
still there 

56:42  Pete:

You know what, here's the deal, I'm just, don't take this the wrong way, okay, 
but normally, just because
I am Pete Santilli, and I've gone up against coca cola so I'm a little bit uh, 
I'm a little bit more hardened
than the average bear.  

56:57  Gordon:

They needed their ass kicked 

57.03  Pete:

Honestly, I have a lot of respect for Stu Webb, he told me you were good 
people, um, I sense, I'm very 
intuitive, if anyone were to ever do what you just did to me I would have 
considered it a threat and probably
would have responded differently, but I'm not going to.  I want to leave a 
good open line of communication



57.21  Gordon:

(?) to you, that you would consider a threat?  

57.25  Pete:

No,no, no, meaning that "you brought a knife to a gun fight", like what you're 
going up against.  I already 
know what I'm going up against 

57.31  Gordon:

First of all,as the U.S. language is my mother tongue, that's a common 
statement used in the english language
we were doing that in the ah 

57.43  Pete:

I don't want you to get the wrong idea

57.45  Gordon:

Pete, Pete, we're taking it up a notch here, and the notch is this one, that 
we're talking psy ops here, 
knife to a gunfight is your involvement in psy ops mixed up with the best 
people in the world, You are not 
professionally trained to do it.  

58.04  Pete:

I understand what you're sayin, I understand what you're saying and my goal is 
to try to overcome
that, ah, however I can do that but 

58.13  Gordon:

With luck, you will overcome that.  I learned when I run my head against the 
wall, I get the best help 
I can to get through stuff, so when I have 

58:26  Pete:

Gordon, let me interrupt you for a second, why won't these people like you and 
everyone on your editorial
board, why don't we band together to frickin take our country back?  Why would 
we not want to do that
together?  Why would we not want to use that psy op technology for good?  



58.41  Gordon:

We've been doing that all along, that's the whole point, we are there, that's 
what we do, 

58.47  Pete:

That's all I want, Gordon

58.48  Gordon:

Well that's what Veterans Today does, that's what we're all about.  Why do you 
think so many people 
hate us?  

58.55  Pete:

Why is Fetzer, why is Fetzer after me like this?  Why would these people ever 
want to employ a psy op
against Pete Santilli?  My interests are for my country.  

59.05  Gordon:

Fetzer wouldn't know a psy op if he tripped over it.  

59.12  Gordon:

He's not a psy op guy.  Fetzer is energetic, he works hard at what he does, 
Fetzer makes mistakes in some 
things and gets other things right but he puts in the energy and time.  That's 
all.  That's the issue with him.

59.34  Gordon:

And then Kevin, now Kevin Barret, between the two of them, it may take as many 
as 10 of us including 
you to make one sensible person. We're all horribly flawed.  

59.52  Gordon:

No, Pete, you're a handler, like I don't pick that up

1:00.01  Pete:

No, I'm seriously trying to do the best that I can to reach the most amount of 
people to awaken them.



to what's happening to us.  That's it, that's all I'm doing.  If you want to 
call me a handler, that way, sure
I didn't take that disrespectfully, but you know what?  Gordon Duff, here's 
the deal, Thank you so much 
for all of your time.  I want to leave the line of communication wide open.  
If there's anything that I need to
do... I'm actually going to contact Dr. Judy Wood and I'm going to tell her 
that the offer exists, 

1:00.34  Gordon:

I wish you and Judy very well.  My point is that I don't demand that people do 
everything the way I do it.  
you don't have to always agree with me, because, hey, I don't believe 
everything I believed 10 years ago.
I think different things now.  What if I made everyone believe what I believed 
10 years ago?  And yet, now 
I know it's all wrong.  

1:01.31  Gordon:  

What if she were right?  What if I learned she were right and I tried to stop 
her, then how do I live with 
that?  


